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What kind of potential can one have in this equation?
Possible answers can be given by dimensional analysis.
Noting that







where [Q] means the dimension of the quantity Q, and
kg, m and s are the units of mass, distance and time in





















Therefore, in this case the system must have some mea-
surable constant 
1
with dimensions given by (9).
\The most important problem in one-dimensional mo-
tion ... is the harmonic oscillator"
5
. This system may be
represented by a mass fastened to a spring. The spring






so that, for the harmonic oscillator, the correct form of
the potential is







where  is a dimensionless constant. Since the spring
obeys Hooke's law F =  kx, then  = 1=2, and the







+ kx = 0: (12)
The one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, which by
its simplicity represents a prototype for many one-
dimensional systems, can be generalized in the context
of a eld theory in a 4-dimensional { or covariant { for-
malism. Such generalization is the main topic of the next
section, where the Lagrangian formulation is also written
covariantly.
III. A GENERALIZED HARMONIC
OSCILLATOR
For a covariant generalization of the harmonic oscilla-



















 the covariant derivative r

































which is a scalar density
7
of weight +1, and which














Using these concepts, the simplest covariant eld gen-
















Now, for any innite system described by a general La-

































to obtain the equations of movement { the eld equations
{ of the system.
In the case of the generalized harmonic oscillator the














where 2 is the d'Alembertian operator. Notice that both
the covariant derivative and the d'Alembertian depend
on the metric g


















Everything done in this section has a good analogy
with the classical description of the one-dimensional har-
monic oscillator of the previous section. For example,
the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator has as equation
of movement a linear second-order dierential equation,
while the eld equation for the generalized harmonic os-
cillator is a generalization of this, with the d'Alembertian
operator acting as the second-order dierential operator.
However, the d'Alembertian depends on the metric g

of the spacetime. So, in order to solve the eld equation
for the generalized harmonic oscillator rst one must nd
how to write it explicitly. This is done in the next section
with the geometric formalism of General Relativity.
3IV. GENERAL RELATIVITY
The relation between the metric of a space-time and


















, the Ricci tensor, is a geometrical quantity
built with the metric and its derivatives up to second




is the Ricci scalar, and  is the
cosmological constant. If one wants a very general so-
lution of Einstein Equations, representing an isotropic
and homogeneous space-time, it is common to use the
metric present in the Friedmann{Lema^tre-Robertson-


























where a (t) is the scale factor, and where k = 0;1 is a
number, the parameter of curvature. Another important
assumption is that the matter content of the universe










as energy-momentum tensor, where u

is the 4-velocity
of the uid,  its energy density and p its pressure. Using











































=   8p: (23)
It is important to notice that these two equations are not
independent, due to the conservation of energy,
d (V ) + pdV = 0; (24)
which relates the variation of  with p and the variation
of the volume V of the uid.
The important thing to be noticed here is that the met-
ric g

has a time dependence, in the scale factor a (t),
represented by any of the equations (22) and (23). There-
fore, dierent contents of matter and energy, expressed in
 and p, give birth to dierent temporal evolutions of the
metric. One kind of these possible evolutions received
the name of ination.
V. THE FIELD EQUATIONS
The FLRW metric also allows to write explicitly the


























is the usual three-dimensional Laplacian oper-
ator.
Can the energy-momentum tensor of the scalar eld,
obtained from equations (13) and (14), be compared to
the one of a perfect uid? If one assumes that the eld is
homogeneous there is no spatial gradients and, therefore,











+ V (') (26)









  V (') : (27)
This gives the equation of state










































































































which becomes the equation for the harmonic oscillator
























which is nothing more than the condition for energy con-
servation, with a
3
assuming the role of the volume.
Unfortunately, the two independent equations ob-
tained contain three unknowns, a, ' and V . Therefore, in
order to solve them one needs something else, like simpli-
fying assumptions, or an equation relating V and ', for
example. The most common procedure is to specify some
kind of potential, V ('), and from it solve the equations
for the eld and the scale factor. In the next section it is
shown that a group of inationary solutions can be built
with relations suggested by dimensional analysis.
4VI. DIMENSIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
A natural choice to solve the system formed by the
equations (30) and (32) consists in using as an extra hy-
pothesis some relation between the unknowns a and '
(and their derivatives) suggested by dimensional analy-
sis. As a specic example, one can use only relations
where all needed constants are built with a combination
of the universal constants c and G, both present in Gen-
eral Relativity.




























































Comparing this last result with equation (34) one obtains





 k + ` = 3p+ q
 2k =  2p  q
; (39)
which gives p =  k, q = 4k and ` = 2k. Choosing

















Substituting this `ansatz' in (30) and in (33), one obtains












































































































































+  are constants. Notice
that these solutions, which do not always include the
initial condition a (0) = 0, are not valid for the case  =

























































































Using (34) one has, then, n = q =  2p = 2k. Choosing
































what substituted in (30) and in (33) yields, for k =  = 0,













































































Now, the indices are such that 2j = q =  2p = 2k, and











































































































. These solutions, which do not
always include the initial condition a (0) = 0, are valid
for  6= 0. When  = 0 one has instead













































is not valid if one wants 
4
a constant with dimension
equal to the dimension of a combination of only c and G.
To nish this section it is important to remark that
the solutions obtained above, all of them generalizations
of solutions presented before in the literature
10
, are only
of two kinds with relation to the behaviour of the scale
factor a: a power function of t and a combination of
exponentials of t. In the next section it will be discussed
if such kinds of solutions are inationary solutions.
VII. INFLATION
The inationary epoch of the universe is usually seen
as the age where the universe inated very fast, in an
exponential way. However, this `denition' of ination
can be widened: one can say that \ination is dened as
an epoch in the history of the universe during which the
cosmic expansion is accelerated"
11
. This means that a
solution of Friedmann's equation for the scale factor a (t)
can be seen as an inationary solution if it is an expand-
















[  4 (+ 3p)] ; (68)
so that, considering only solutions and times where a  0,
the condition for ination becomes equivalent to have
 > 4 ( + 3p) : (69)




  and as-









For ordinary matter (`dust') w = 0, while for radiation
w = 1=3. If, however,  = 0 then one must necessarily
have w <  1=3.
The solutions presented in the previous section are of
two kinds: a power function of t, where











 (   1)
t
2
a (t) ; (71)
and a combination of exponentials of t, with
















a (t) : (72)
Clearly, such solutions obey the condition for ination
with two restrictions:  > 1, in the power function case,
and 
2
> 0, in the exponential case. Therefore, from all
solutions presented here, in this section, only the ones
given by equations (47) and (63) can not be considered
inationary, while the solution given by eq. (44) is in-
ationary for  >  8V
0
, the one given by eq. (54) is
inationary for 1 > 4
2
2
, and the one given by (60) is
inationary wherever (8V
0






The purpose of this work was to show, using as example
the `idea' of ination, that even very basic concepts, such
6as the use of dimensional analysis, can have its role in the
search of more sophisticated results. This process can be


























and certainly this can not be obtained using only c and


















































































This equation is easily solved when k = 0, with the re-
sults













































are constants of integration. Imposing
that a (0) = 0 one gets 2t
0













is a purely imaginary quantity, such
that
















is a real positive constant. Finally, if one
chooses 4
2






j   ) (8)
 1
and








Notice that this exact solution, obtained previously in the
literature through the supposition of a specic form for
the potential V of the scalar eld
11
, is just a particular
case of a more general solution given by eq. (81).
It is important to emphasize that if one uses dimen-
sional analysis to obtain new reasonable relations be-
tween physical quantities, relations which can be used as
working hypothesis, one must worry about the validity
{ or origin { of such relations: do they represent some-
thing more than a possible mathematical relation with
the dimensions adjusted correctly? For example, in the
case worked above does the use of Planck's constant ~ to




that such constant must have a quantum origin?
However, putting aside interpretative questions, one
message this work wants to leave is that dimensional
analysis is a very helpful and handy tool, which beyond
allowing to check the consistency of some results, can also
suggest new approaches, explanations and results, both
in teaching and research.
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